
7.1.4: Describe the Institutional efforts/initiatives in providing an inclusive 

environment i.e., tolerance and harmony towards cultural, regional, linguistic, 

communal socioeconomic and Sensitization of students and employees to the 

constitutional obligations: values, rights, duties and responsibilities of citizens 

In our college we undertaking various initiatives in the form of celebration of days of 

Eminent personalities National Festivals, NSS,YRC and other such activities to provide for 

an inclusive environment by bringing students and teachers with diverse background on 

single platform for creating inclusive environment ,These functions help in developing 

tolerance harmony towards culture ,region and linguistics and also communal social 

economics and other diversities. The subject Constitution of India and professional ethics is 

made mandatory to all U.G students across disciplines. Convocation ceremony is conducted 

every year, where the convocation address is delivered to inspire and motivate the students 

for future journey. Two important national festivals, Republic Day and Independent Day are 

celebrated every year in our College Compus. All teaching , non teaching staff and students 

participate for the cause of nation. The inspiring speeches are conducted.  

S. No. Days celebrated Date 

1 Gandhi jayanti 2nd October 

2 Teachers day 5th September 

3 Yoga day 21st June 

4 Independent day 15th August 

5 Republic day 26th January 

6 NSS day 24th September 

7 Women's day 8th March 

8 World environmental day 5th June 

9 Voters Day 25th January 

 

Sensitization of students and employees of the Institution to the constitutional 

obligations: values, rights, duties and responsibilities of citizens 

International Yoga Day: A certain day for yoga was introduced to raise awareness 

worldwide about the importance and impact of yoga on the health of people. The term 'yoga' 

is derived from Sanskrit word “Yuja” which means to unite representing the unification of 



body and consciousness. Celebrates on 21-Jun-2020, There are 85 students participates in that 

event. It gives awareness about Yoga and its merits to the students and the common people.  

NSS: The rural interest of serving in the uniformed services is potentially high, that 

NSS relentlessly pursued to train the students to join the armed force, BSF, CRPF and State 

police services. NCC took special initiative to encourage the cadet to participate in the 

republic day celebration. One of our NCC cadet represented and participated in the republic 

day parade in Delhi. Besides, winning IV place in the UMT championship. 51 cadets got B 

certificate and 25 cadets got C certificates during the year 2020-2021. 

Swachh Bharat Mission(clean india mission): The mission was implemented as 

nation-wide campaign/Janandol an which aimed at eliminating open defecation in rural areas 

during the period 2017 to 2021 through mass scale behavior change, construction of 

household-owned and community-owned toilets and establishing mechanisms. There are 250 

student voluntaries participates in that event and give awareness to the rural people. A 

carnival was conducted by the department of Tamil to spread awareness of Tamil arts and 

culture. Different forms of Tamil performing arts were performed on speech with brought of 

the hidden talent of the students. 

Fit India Movement: Fit India Movement is a nation-wide campaign that aims at 

encouraging people to include physical activities and sports in their everyday lives. There are 

200 NSS candidates participates [on 03.06.2021] in that Fit India cycle rally.  

Jal Shakti Abhiyan : Inspired by the vision of Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi on 

Jal Sanchay, the Jal Shakti Abhiyan (JSA) is a time-bound, mission-mode water conservation 

campaign. There are 350 Student voluntaries from rural back round participate in this event, 

During the campaign, officers, groundwater experts and scientists from the Government of 

India also Share their thoughts with that students through online mode.  

Blood donation camp: The institution organizes blood donation camp every year 

regularly. Nearly 100 units of blood were donated by the students. The rural potential for 

blood donation is very high on that institution harvests the same in favour of public good. 

 Important Activities of NSS, NCC and YRC 

International Yoga Day : A certain day for yoga was introduced to raise awareness 

worldwide about the importance and impact of yoga on the health of people. The term 'yoga' 



is derived from Sanskrit word “Yuja” which means to unite representing the unificat ion of 

body and consciousness. Celebrates on 21-Jun-2020, There are 85 students participates in that 

event. It gives awareness about Yoga and its merits to the students and the common people.    
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republic day celebration. One of our NCC cadet represented and participated in the republic 
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wide campaign/Janandolan which aimed at eliminating open defecation in rural areas during 
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owned and community-owned toilets and establishing mechanisms. There are 250 student 
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